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Abstract: The present paper applies the Markov switching model with the aim
of checking two industrial production features of six major Brazilian states. Firstly,
we try to determine the date of business cycles and, soon afterwards, we verify
the existence or not of an unobservable component that is common to all series
from 1980 to 2001. The characteristics of this comovement are checked by
multivariate models. The results from the univariate estimates allow us to infer
about the existence of a similar behavior between the industrial production of
the southeastern states and that observed in the southern states. The multi-
variate model efficiently captures the cyclic behavior of industrial production
when used regionally, thus revealing a dynamics for growth and recession
periods, which differs between these two regions.
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sobre a existência de um comportamento similar entre a produção industrial
dos estados do sudeste e dos estados do sul. O modelo multivariado eficiente-
mente captura o comportamento cíclico da produção industrial quando usa-
do regionalmente, então revelando uma dinâmica para os períodos de cresci-
mento e recessão, que difere entre essas duas regiões.
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1 Introduction
The Brazilian economy has been put through large political and

macroeconomic changes in the last two decades. By analyzing these
two extremes throughout this period, we note that the country has
shifted from a situation with high inflation rates, restricted trade
openness, excessively controlled exchange rates, constant fiscal
deficits and a strong presence of the state in the production sector in
the 1980’s to a scenario with greater trade openness, lower price
indexes in an inflation targeting regime, and a floating exchange rate,
in addition to an improved control of monetary and fiscal policy in
the early 21’st century.

Throughout this period, the Brazilian economy has faced several
problematic situations, such as the financial crises in Mexico in 1994,
in Asia in 1997, in Russia in 1998 and in Argentina in 2001. In the
national scenario, some attention should be paid to the debt crisis in
the early 1980s, several economic plans (Cruzado I and II, Summer I
and II, Collor I and II and the Real Plan) and to the exchange rate
regime shift in 1999, whose two macroeconomic measures exerted
a significant impact not only upon the structure of the Brazilian
industry but also upon its spatial allocation.

Firstly, the intention of the federal government of increasing trade
openness in 1988 and in the early 1990’s contributed towards
enhancing imports, especially of intermediate goods, thus bringing
about competition in some important sectors of the Brazilian industry.
For an analysis of the changes to the country’s output matrix, see
Pinheiro and Almeida (1995), for foreign trade policies, see Portugal
(1994), and for industrial policy adopted in the early 1990’s, see Gui-
marães (1996). Secondly, the process of industrial decentralization of
the Brazilian economy, both in terms of added value and employment,
was quite intense until the mid-1980s and, later on, until the second half
of the 1990s. The intensification of the fiscal war between Brazilian states
contributed to the decision of companies to allocate new investments
to regions far off from major centers, which resulted in the spatial reallo-
cation of a few industrial investments (see PACHECO, 1999).

Therefore, the several structural breaks that have occurred in
macroeconomic series throughout the last twenty years in Brazil are
expected to generate parameter instability, which offers a good oppor-
tunity to experiment with the several econometric models that seek to
explain the behavior of these variables, especially of economic cycles.

In the last few years, the investigation into the existence of a
dynamic relationship between economic policy variables has been
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intensified by the economic theory. This way, the idea of comovement
as an essentially macroeconomic phenomenon is firmly founded
upon the definition of business cycle given by Burns and Mitchell
(1946, p. 3): “Business cycles are a type of fluctuation found in the
aggregate economic activity of nations that organize their work mainly
in business enterprises: a cycle consists of expansions occurring at
about the same time in many economic activities, followed by
similarly general recessions, contractions, and revivals which merge
into the expansion phase of the next cycle”.1  Aside from this
comovement characteristic, it is also possible to check the existence
of nonlinearity in the evolution of business cycles. In other words,
these cycles may be divided not only into phases, but also into different
regimes. Also, it is possible to assess the behavior of these economic
variables in these phases, that is, whether contractions are shorter
or more violent than expansions (see SICHEL, 1993).

In the last decades, the analytical models that formalize the
construction of economic indicators that allows identifying and
foreseeing the moments in which an economy goes into or out of re-
cession have gained momentum. One of the most recent and
influential examples is the linear dynamic factor model by Stock and
Watson (1989, 1991, 1993), where the comovements between
economic variables are captured by a composite index. Picchetti
and Toledo (2002) estimate a stochastic component common to the
four series comprised by the industrial production index of IBGE
(Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics) from the dynamic
factor model proposed by Stock and Watson (1991).

Nonlinear models, such as those of regime shift, may also be
used to characterize these comovements, in addition to dynamic
factor models. Krolzig (1997) made a generalization of Hamilton
(1989) univariate model, characterizing the international business
cycle as a common regime shift in the stochastic process of economic
growth of six OCDE countries. In this case, for a given regime, the
comovements of the growth rate are represented by an autoregressive
vector model.2

Of note, however, these two characteristics of business cycle,
comovements, and nonlinearity were treated separately until the
publication by Diebold and Rudebusch (1996). These authors there-

1 It is worth mentioning that in the definition of business cycle the authors described four
different periods in economy: prosperity, crisis, depression and revitalization.

2  Krolzig and Sensier (2000), Krolzig, Marcellino and Mizon (2000) and Phillips (2000) use a
Markov Switing approach to model business cycles.
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fore proposed a multivariate dynamic factor model with regime shift
that dominates these two key characteristics of business cycles, where
the growth rate of each series considered as coincident indicators
depends upon the current and past values of an unobserved common
factor, which is then interpreted as a composite index of coincident
indicators.

An extensive literature review was done with the intention of
testing several characteristics of this class of models. One of them is that
macroeconomic variables have a different behavior within the phases
of the business cycles, causing asymmetries to appear. Clements and
Krolzig (2000) analyzed the conditions in which MS-AR models are
able to generate several types of asymmetry in the business cycle by
suggesting the use of parametric tests to identify the asymmetries in
these cycles. The three types of asymmetry assessed are the following:
deepness, which tests the existence of asymmetry within the width of
the series; steepness, which tests the asymmetry within the magnitu-
de of the cycle; and sharpness, which tests the presence of asymmetry
in the business cycle transitions. These tests were applied by the
authors to a bivariate model of production and employment in the
USA. They detected the presence of asymmetry. Later on, Clements
and Krolzig (2001) used these tests in a regime shift model to check
whether the international price of oil, inserted as an exogenous
variable, would cause asymmetry in the production growth rate in
the USA, but no evidence of this asymmetry was observed. Warne
(2000) analyzed Granger noncausality hypothesis from an MS-VAR
model, and applied the test for data obtained in the USA, but did not
find any evidence of causality in the mean between currency and
production.

These econometric techniques have been seldom applied to
assess the behavior of Brazilian macroeconomic series, except for
the studies conducted by Chauvet (2002), Chauvet, Lima and Vasquez
(2002), Barros (1993), Engle and Issler (1993) and Picchetti and Toledo
(2002). Just as underscored in Pinheiro and Almeida (1995) and
Pacheco (1999), the Brazilian industry has a different production
dynamics among Brazilian states, and the regime shift methodology
proves adequate for characterizing not only these differences, but
also for explaining the effects of an adverse shock to the regional
industry. Thus, the objective of this article is to apply such method to
confirm a priori the stylized facts of business cycles in the series of
industrial production of the states of São Paulo (SP), Minas Gerais
(MG), Rio de Janeiro (RJ), Paraná (PR), Santa Catarina (SC) and Rio
Grande do Sul (RS).
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This way, we will be able to check the moments of expansion
and recession in the regional industrial production by establishing a
relationship with the several economic plans implemented in Brazil,
in addition to identifying whether there is a common pattern in the
economic growth dynamics of these states. It is important to emphasize
that the existence of comovements indicates a narrow relationship
between industries in different regions over time. On top of that, as
there is a common movement of expansion and contraction in the
business cycle in the industry, the modeling of economic growth as
a joint stochastic process is encouraged, and the multivariate models,
designated as MS-VAR, are used. In this case, the business cycle may
be identified as a regime shift in the average growth rate, which occurs
simultaneously among all the states or in a given region.

A lot of information may be obtained with this econometric tool,
for instance, determining the industrial growth dynamics in these
states, that is, the persistence of the cycle in growth periods or
reduction in activity, checking whether a positive or negative shock,
of whatever nature, to the Brazilian economy, produces a similar
impact in different states or regions, and whether the regime shift
caused by an unobservable variable occurs simultaneously among
states. These results are of great worth as they qualify and quantify
the economic cycle of industries in the major Brazilian states, helping
with the prediction of sectoral impacts on the presence of economic
shocks.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the process of
parameter estimation of univariate and multivariate models. Section
3 presents the data and results of the statistical tests applied to the
univariate and multivariate models. Section 4 concludes.

2 Methodology
When a time series is amenable to a structural break, which

might occur in the variable coefficient, in the intercept and in the
variance, the parameters of the static model vary over time. This
way, the hypothesis of stationarity and normality is violated and
nonlinearity results. In the last few years, the interest in the nonlinear
modeling of economic time series, especially regime shift models,
has gained momentum.

The regime shift in the time series may be characterized en-
dogenously, by the own model, or exogenously, with an intervention
from dummy variables, which implies a priori knowledge of the
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moment of regime shift. Among the several classifications presented
in the literature, we will use Markov switching.3

A Markov process is a classic stochastic process in which random
variable Xt is particularly time-dependent. This process will be
discrete or continuous depending on the states (st) in which the
variable is. The special characteristic of these models is the hypothesis
that the realization of unobserved st ∈ {1,..., k} is determined by a
Markov stochastic process in discrete state and discrete time, defined
by transition probabilities,       .

3 For discussion about other formulations, see Tsay(1989), Granger and Teräsvirta(1993),
Dijk(1999), Teräsvirta and Anderson(1992) and Tsay(1998).

4 The authors showed that the time-varying regime shift model, by means of Bayesian priors
produce estimates of recession probabilities that are more aligned with the data of the
business cycles found by the NBER for the American economy than the ones that were
generated by the model with fixed transition probability, which uses initial information about
the parameters.

Since k states might exist, the transition probabilities between
these states may be represented by a matrix of transition probability
P = [pij] ∈ M (kxk), exactly as in 2.1:

(2.1)

where:            for i=1,2...,k and even if, pij ≥ 0 for i,j=1,2...,k. The
vector of Markov transition probability is given by P = (P11,...Pkk)’,
(k2x1). So, is possible to calculate the length of each regime, that is, the
persistency from        . Filardo an Gordon(1998) extend the model

proposed by Filardo(1994) by using a Bayesian methodology and
consider that the evolution of the unobserved state depends on the
available information in the time series yt.

4

By assuming a distribution function for variable y, then yt ~ N
(µ1, σ1

2 ) if the process is in regime 1,  yt ~ N (µ2, σ2
2 ) if the process is i

regime 2, and so on and so forth, until regime k with yt ~ N (µk, σk
k).

The parameter vector of the model is; θ = (µ1, µ2,......,µk,σ1
2, σ2

2, ......,
σk

2)’ and the density functino of yt is given by:

j=1,2...,k               (2.2)
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The objective is to maximize the likelihood function of the observed
data (yT, yT-1,.....y1:p, θ) where p = (p11,...pkk)’ and θ as defined above,
based on the choice of population parameters (p,θ), that is, transition
probabilities, mean, and variance. Although maximum likelihood
estimation is a method that has optimal asymptotic properties, we
do not have a theoretical solution to the likelihood equation in some
applications.

In this case, it is necessary to use some numerical optimization
technique applied to the likelihood in order to obtain the parameters
for the model. One of the alternatives proposed by Hamilton (1990)
to the use of Newton-Raphson or David-Fletcher-Powell methods is
the EM (Expectation-Maximization) algorithm, which was initially
introduced by Dempster, Laird and Rubin (1977).5

The univariate regime shift models can be extended to the
multivariate case, where the aim is to check the existence of some
similar behavior of unobservable components throughout time. In
the models with MS-VAR regime, we assume that regime st is
generated by an ergodic Markov chain and with homogeneous
discrete states defined by transition probabilities 2.1.

MS-VAR models are considered a generalization of finite order
autoregression for the vector of time series yt = (y1t,...,ykt)’ of order k
with t=1,...,T, given by:

     yt = A0 + A1(yt-1)+......+ Ap(yt-p)+ εt                                              (2.3)

assuming that εt ~ NID(0,Σ). The idea behind the class of models
with multivariate regime shift is that the parameters of process 2.3
(intercept, coefficient and variance) depend on a regime variable
that is not observed:

         yt = A0(st)+ A1(st)(yt-1)+......+ Ap(st)(yt-p)+ εt                  (2.4)

It is important to emphasize that 2.4 does not wholly describe
the data generating process; however, we still lack the formulation
of a regime generating process st that may also be given by 2.2. In
this case, the intercept is not a simple parameter, and it is actually
generated by a stochastic process.6

5 One of the problems that might appear in this process of maximization is related to the fact
that as there is a sum of distributions in f(yt; θ), local instead of global maximums may be
found in several applications. Thus, since the quality of the initial estimates may strongly
influence the final result, it is advisable to have the maximization for different initial values
for parameter vector θ.

6  For a detailed specification of the properties of this model, see Krolzig (1996).
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Graph 1. Physical production Southeastern states

3 Empirical results
The data series used in the present paper are the indices of

physical production calculated by IBGE for the states of SP, MG, RJ,
PR, SC and RS, each of them consisting of 84 quarterly observations,
seasonally adjusted, in the period between 1981:1 and 2001:4.7 We
opted for using quarterly data, instead of monthly ones, in order to
reduce the problems with the dynamic specification of the model.

The behavior of the industrial production of these states can be
seen in graphs 1 and 2, where the existence of common breaks with
a similar movement between the series throughout the sample period
seems clear. In the first case, the joint break may mean a nonlinear
dynamics, whereas the second characteristic suggests some investi-
gation into the existence of comovement.

As can be observed, the tendency towards the growth of indus-
trial production was too often interrupted by sudden breaks during
this period. In the early 1980s, the country was recovering from the
negative effects of the second oil price shock, and the debt crisis in
1982 overwhelmed the economic activity in all Brazilian states. The
process of macroeconomic adjustment in the subsequent years
yielded quite positive results for the national industry; however, its
effects were better in southeastern states than in the southern ones.8

7 The raw data of the indices were deseasonalized by the multiplicative moving average ratio,
and the quarterly index was obtained through the simple mean of the monthly index.

8 Between the first quarter of 1984 and the last quarter of 1986, the industry of São Paulo, Rio
de Janeiro and Minas Gerais grew respectively, 34.8%, 28.7% and 23.4%, while the industry
of Paraná, Santa Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul grew 15.8%, 26.6% and 20.5%, respectively.
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The sequence of mistakes in the economic policy, Summer Plans
I and II in January and May of 1989, the Collor Plan in March of 1990
and Collor II Plan in January of 1991, stagnated the Brazilian economy
until the end of 1992. Between 1990 and 1992 the industrial pro-
duction of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo decreased by 24.8% and
18.9%, respectively.

The year 1994 was marked by the changes to the monetary and
exchange rate regimes which contributed towards the increased
growth rate of the national industry, spearheaded by the aggregate
demand, a process of growth that was only cut short because of the
Mexican crisis at the end of that year. From then onwards and until
the end of 1997, industrial production entered a new growth cycle,
especially due to the advancements of the industry in the states of
SC, MG and RS.9  A brief interruption to this growth at the end of
1998 and the change to the exchange rate policy in early 1999
characterized a new scenario of industrial expansion until the end
of year 2000.

Although the rate of industrial production indicates the existence
of a comovement through these years, we note that the average
annual growth rate of these states and its variability were quite
different. Among southeastern states, MG was the one with the highest
average growth rate (2.16%), followed by SP with 1.23% and RJ with
0.39%. Nevertheless, the production of Rio de Janeiro showed to
have the greatest variability, with the highest growth within one single
quarter, 23.7% in 90/III, and also the largest reduction, 23.4% in 90/II.

Of the southern states, SC had the highest average growth rate
(2.29%), followed by PR with 1.44% and RS with 1%. The largest growth
rate in a quarter was observed in the state of PR, 18.9% in 89/II and
the greatest reduction occurred in RS, 20.6% in 81/II.

Graph 2. Physical production Southern states

9 About the Economic Policy adopted for this period, see Pastore and Pinotti(1999).
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The analysis of the indexes and the quarterly variation rate shows
that all the series have a high correlation, especially the corre-lation
between the rate of industrial production of the states of MG and SC,
which is 0.95, and 0.78 for the correlation between the growth rates
of the states of MG and RJ.

A series of statistical tests was carried out to check the characte-
ristics of the data. The ADF unit root test for level series shows that it is
not possible to reject the hypothesis H0 of unit root. When the growth
rate test yt = In(y1t – y1t-1) is performed, the rejection os H0 indicates that
yt ~ I(0), where yt is the vector given by                                               ,
as show in table 1 in the appendix.

The test proposed by Hylleberg, Engle, Granger and Yoo(1990),
whose aim is to check the existence of seasonal unit root, was carried
out for zero, biennial, and annual frequencies in the level series,
and its results show that yt ~ I0(1), yt ~T1/2(0) and yt ~I1/4(1). In other
words, there is unit root at frequency zero, as confirmed by the ADF
test, absence of unit root in the biennial cycle and, it is not possible
to reject the null hypothesis of annual frequency for all states, as
shown in table 2 in the appendix.

We should not forget that a structural break in a data series might
bias the results yielded by usual unit root tests towards the rejection
of the null hypothesis. Therefore, a unit root test that incorporates
this structure should be used. Since the series of regional industrial
production apparently has these breaks due to the several economic
plans implemented, Perron’s test (1997) is applied to three possible
breaks, one in the intercept, in the intercept and in the slope, and
the last one where the trend is associated with the movement of
structural break. The results showed that, for the level series, it is not
possible to reject the unit root null hypothesis in any of the states, as
shown in table 3 in the appendix.

In addition, the test shows the moment in which this break
occurred for each of the methods. Of note is the change observed in
the intercept for all states between 1989-I and 1992-I and in the slope
in 1989-III. Therefore, based on the results of these tests, it is possible
to conclude that the series of industrial production of the six states
has a unit root and, this way, there might be a linear combination
between them that is stationary. Moreover, if these series are cointe-
grated, then there is a common stochastic trend.

Akaike and Schwartz criteria, used to select the number of lags in
VAR (p), indicate the presence of only one autoregressive component,10

10 Thus, the dynamics of the model for the equilibrium correction mechanism is given by
        ∆yt = πyt-1 + vt + εt.
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and Granger causality tests show the existence of a strong relationship
between the industrial production of the states of SP and MG and
the southern Brazilian states. Among southeastern states, the states
of SP and MG stand out as the major promoters of industrial economic
activities in Brazil, especially between them and in causality, from
MG to PR and SC and from SP to RS.

The cointegration properties of data are investigated within a
linear VAR representation using Johansen maximum likelihood
procedure for the entire sample period, with five different alterna-
tives,11 the most important of which is that of the model without
deterministic trend and with the cointegration equation in the in-
tercept. The results of this test are shown in table 1.

As observed, the model accepts the hypothesis that there is only
one cointegration vector for yt which, normalized for São Paulo, is
given by equation 3.1:12

(3.1)

11 Namely they are: a model without deterministic trend and with no intercept in the
cointegration equation, without deterministic trend, but with an intercept in the cointegration
equation; model with linear trend and cointegration equation with an intercept, a model
with linear trend in the series and in the cointegration equation and, finally, a model with a
series containing a quadratic trend and an cointegration equation with linear trend.

12 The order of variables SP and MG was modified, and only one cointegration vector was
observed. Equation 3.1 can be represented as:

Table 1. Johansen Likelihood Ratio Test

Interestingly enough, the deviation in the equilibrium caused
by a positive shock to the industrial production of Paraná and Santa
Catarina produces a negative impact on the entire system.

3.1 Analysis of Business Cycle in Univariate Series
The next step is to obtain the nonlinear univariate formulations

of regime shift, which will allow collecting the stylized facts of business
cycles for each state. Initially, models with only one state variable in
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the mean, of the MSM(2)-AR(p) type with 0≤p≤4, with later addition
of a state shift in the variance, that is, MSMH(2)-AR(p) formulations,
with 0≤p≤4. In a state, we have a low or negative production growth
rate, called recession; in the other state, we have a positive average
growth rate associated with the expansion phase.13

In addition to the analysis of significance of parameters in each
structure, the Akaike, Schwartz and Hannan-Quinn information
criteria were used to select the number of lags in the models and the
specification tests proposed by Hamilton(1996) were also applied to
check the adaptation of these models to the data.14

For models in which only the mean is governed by an unobserved
variable, the information criteria select the model with 4 lags for São
Paulo, while for the other states, the AR(0) model is chosen. Now
considering the model with regime switching in variance, the model
with 4 lags is chosen for SP, the AR(0) model for MG, PR, RJ and RS,
and the model with 2 lags, for SC.

Based on Hamilton (1996) tests, the MSM(2)-AR(p) formulations
have problems with convergence, average autocorrelation, presence
of ARCH effect and of poor nonlinear specification in all series, even
after trying to implement the iterative process with different initial
values. Furthermore, in several formulations, the value of transition
probabilities was zero. Therefore, the hypothesis that the residuals are
homoskedastic is rejected by testing out the MSMH(2)-AR(p) models.15

For the formulations that consider the presence of autoregressive
components, the results of Hamilton(1996) specification tests did not
prove satisfactory. The MSMH(2)-AR(0) formulation, however, had few
specification problems. Chauvet(2002), for instance, also used the
MSM(2)-AR(0) model to estimate the business cycle of Brazilian GDP
in order to overcome the problem with the structural breaks in the
series.16

The standard likelihood ratio test carried out to determine the
functional form of univariate models, that is, regarding MSMH(2)-
AR(p) as unrestricted model, and MSM(2)-AR(p) as restricted model,
indicates that for SP, in AR(1) and AR(0) formulations, and for PR in

13 MSM(k)-AR(p) models with k>2 and p>4 were tested, but they had convergence problems.

14 The univariate estimations and these tests were performed in Gauss 3.2.

15 Even if the residuals are homoskedastic, the data series ∆yt may be heteroskedastic. See
Krolzig (1997).

16 Note that in MSM(2)-AR(0), the series yt under question is the function of an integrated
process that follows a Markov chain and a white noise process, that is, yt = µs 

t
 + ε

t
.

Krolzig(1997) found broad similarity between business cycle estimations for Germany’s
GNP between MSM(k) and MSI(k) models.
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AR(3) and AR(2) formulations, it is not possible to reject the null
hypothesis in favor of the constant variance model. In all other states
and for all other formulations of SP and PR, the hypothesis of presence
of a Markov process in the variance is accepted, a result that was
already expected due to the large difference found in s1 and s2. This
way, we may conclude that the variance affects the regime shift in
the mean, thus improving the characterization of the business cycle.

In addition, while for the MSM(k)-AR(p) formulations we have
absorbent states in at least one data series, that is, the transition matrix
is reducible, in the formulations with state-variance, this characteristic
only exists for MG in MSMH(2)-AR(4) and for SC in MSMH(2)-AR(2).
By means of the eigenvalue, we verify that all the transition matrices
are ergotic and, therefore, the regimes converge towards an uncondi-
tional probability distribution.

The estimation of the trend model, given that the variability of
the series follows two states, produced very different results. First of
all, the reduction of the value of s1 in relation to that obtained from
the model without state-variance. Another important aspect is the
significant reduction of the value of the mean in the second state, µ2,
found in MSMH(k) models, in relation to  the value of µ2 found in the
specification of the constant variance.

In general, transition probabilities p11 decreased and p22
increased when the hypothesis of state-variance was inserted. The
values of p11 for Rio de Janeiro and Santa Catarina that were zero in
the first model became positive and this rendered the observed
persistencies closer to reality.

We should not forget that nothing guarantees that the model
proposed by Hamilton(1989) describes the behavior of data better
than linear autoregressive models. This way, in addition to the
specification tests proposed by Hamilton(1996), the standard
likelihood ratio test developed by Hansen(1992) was used. This test
compares the linear AR(p) model with the nonlinear model proposed
by Hamilton, despite the fact that these models are estimated through
unobservable parameters, such as transition probabilities and the
means in each state.

The test may be applied to regime shift models, both in the mean
and in the intercept or in the regression parameters and in the
variance. While this test regards the regime shift in the mean as an
alternative model, it is not possible to reject the null hypothesis in
favor of the linear model in any of the series at any interval used for
the mean and for the transition probabilities.

On the other hand, when the regime shift occurred in the
intercept, the results were somewhat ambiguous. In the series of
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Table 2. MSMH(2)-AR(0)

*The priors are given by (a=0.2 b=1 c=0.1). The vector of initial parameters
  , for each series is given by: SP=MG=RJ=PR=SC=RS=(1 –1 1 6 1.5

1.5). Standard deviation in parentheses.

physical production of SP, the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of
the nonlinear model in all of the lags considered. However, for MG,
RJ, and SC, the null hypothesis is not rejected when the model with
only one lag is considered. For the series of PR and RS, it is not
possible to reject the linear model.

Somehow, we can say that for southeastern states the test signals
the acceptance of a nonlinear model, whereas for southern states,
an autoregressive model would fit the data better. Table 2 shows the
results for the MSMH(2)-AR(0) formulation, and table 3, the results of
the specification tests proposed by Hamilton(1996) for the parameters
in table 2.

As we can see, the results displayed in table 3 show the good
adaptation of the MSMH(2)-AR(0) formulation to the data. There is
neither autocorrelation in the average growth rate for the two states,
µ1 and µ2, nor autocorrelation in regime 1 and between the regimes
in all the series. However, there is incidence of the ARCH effect and
of Markov specification in the series of PR and RS. The industrial
production of RJ continues to have autocorrelation in regime 2, just
as observed in previous formulations, where autoregressive compo-
nents were present.
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17 See Engel and Hamilton(1990).

Thus, by comparing the results obtained from the specification
tests in table 3 and from Hansen(1992) tests, the best univariate
estimate for each series of the physical production of the states is the
model with shift in the mean without autoregressive components.

An alternative to the model described in table 3 is the simple
random walk. To verify whether this hypothesis is valid or not for the
rate of variation of the physical production, we use Wald test, with
two hypotheses.17  One hypothesis that checks the independence of
states, that is, if st is independent of st-1, based on the null hypothesis
(P11=1-p22), and the other one which verifies whether the average
rates are the same, that is, µ1=µ2. Table 4 shows the results for these
two hypotheses.

Table  4. Wald Test

Note: Asymptotic p-value is shown between parentheses. c2(1) = 3.84 to 5%.

Notably, it is not possible to reject the null hypothesis of random
walk from P11=1-p22 only for the series of Paraná. For all the other
series, the null hypothesis is strongly rejected. Due to the low values
of the average rates in the second state, µ1 and µ2 were very close,
and the means equality test reveals that they are the same for the
series of SP at 15%, SC at 66% and RS at 41%. Therefore, we may
conclude that after the results shown in table 3.4, the movements in
the industrial production of the states do not seem to be described
by long swings, with a quick alternation between expansion and
recession periods.

The first prominent characteristic of table 2 involves the business
cycles of the states, where a growth period and a recession period
in industrial production are not defined only for Santa Catarina. In
expansion periods, the production of Paraná grows 10.7% p.a., while
the lowest rate is that of SC, with a growth of 3.11% p.a. Periods of
reduced activity are more intense in RJ, (-6.2%) p.a., whereas SC
has the positive rate of 1.5% p.a.

This result is in agreement with the finding that all the series
have a high variance and, due to the fact that there is a more often
shift in regime in the industrial production of PR, the growth rate is
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Graph 3. P(st=1) for São Paulo

harder to predict. In fact, the industrial production is an indicator of
activity that responds more intensely and immediately to variations
in economic conditions. With mean and variance following a Markov
process, we can see that high growth rates are associated with low
variance, while in the periods of reduced activity, we have high
variability, especially in Rio de Janeiro and in Rio Grande do Sul.

The asymmetry of cycles, measured by the average duration of
growth and recession periods, is of great importance as well. Except
for RJ, which seems to have business cycle symmetry, the model
allows capturing the asymmetry in the phases of business cycles in
the physical production of the industry of other states. The industrial
production in Santa Catarina has the largest persistency for the
average growth rate, 50 quarters, and also the largest rate of
reduction, 84 quarters. In the other states, these rates oscillate between
a maximum of 7 quarters for growth, in the case of RS, and of 10
quarters for reduction, observed in MG, which is consistent with the
traditional definition of business cycle.

Graphs 3 to 8 show the smoothed probabilities of being in a
growth period P(st=1), for MSMH(2)-AR(0) model, that is, p(st=1/ΨT)
≥ 0,5, and the dark bars represent the dates of the economic plans.
As we can see, the growth cycles of the southeastern states seem to
have a similar behavior over time. Among the southern states, only
the industrial production of RS seems to have a common relationship
with the southeastern states, differing from the cycle of SC and PR.
This coherence in the regime shift between the periods of expansion
and recession suggests the investigation of a business cycle from a
common regime shift.
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Graph 4. P(st=1) for Minas Gerais

Graph 5. P(st=1) for Rio de Janeiro

Graph 6. P(st=1) for Paraná
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Graph 7. P(st=1) for Santa Catarina

Graph 8. P(st=1) for Rio Grande do Sul

Table 5 shows the intervals that characterize the beginning and
end of recessions in the industrial production for the five states.18  In
the absence of an official determination of the business cycle for the
Brazilian economy, the periods of expansion and recession observed
for the industrial production of the states are compared with the
economic plans implemented in Brazil in the last twenty years. As
we can see, the industry of SP and MG have 5 recessions, RS has 6,
RJ presents 8 and PR has11 recessions, where special attention
should be paid to the early 1980s, which was marked by a generalized
reduction in the industrial activity, and to the economic plans
implemented in the second half of that decade, which stagnated
production until mid-1992.

18 The criterion adopted here to characterize an economic cycle was based on the proposal
of the NBER and the same used in Chauvet(2002), that is, a recession (expansion) corresponds
to a reduction (increase) in activity with a minimum length of 2 quarters . The author found
that Brazil’s GDP had 8 recessions and 9 expansions between the second quarter of 1980 and
the first quarter of 2000, which were caused by external shocks.
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Table 5. Dates of Business Cycles

Note: Peaks are the end of an expansion period and the beginning of a recession, while
troughs are characterized as the beginning of an expansion and the end of a recession.

The states that most suffered from the implementation of these
plans were RJ and PR. The industry that had the longest expansion
period was that of RS with 18 quarters beginning in 88/IV and ending
in 94/I, and that of MG, between 83/II and 87/I. The recovery of the
Brazilian economy by the end of 1992, with the impeachment of
president Collor, may be seen from the expansion of production in
the industry of all states, especially in the southeastern ones, where
SP grew 11 quarters.19  The economic fluctuation in PR is much
greater than in other states. This may be due to the structure of PR´s
industry that has a strong connection with the agricultural sector.
The weight of food industry in the total industrial sector is significant
and, therefore can reproduce in the industrial sector the fluctuations
in agricultural crops.

After the Real Plan we can perceive the impact of the Mexican
crisis on the national industry at the end of 1994, which, in the case
of SP, MG and RS, extended until the beginning of 1996. However,
the second half of the 1990s was characterized by smaller recessions,
except for the industry of RS, which showed a drop in production
between 96/I and 01/IV.

3.2.Common Regime Shift
If the business cycle is a common characteristic of several ma-

croeconomic time series, then the use of a system may improve the
statistical inference about the common component of this cycle.
Therefore, the multivariate regime shift model is expected to produce
better results than the univariate model, in terms of capturing the
characteristics of the business cycle.
19 Chauvet(2002) also found out that the Brazilian economy started the 1980s in recession

and that between 1983 and 1987 it experienced 16 quarters of expansion.
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Table 6. Results for the MSMH(2)-VAR(1) Model – All states

* Equation estimated: ∆yt – µ(st) = A1 (∆yt-1 – µ(st-1)) + εt  εt ~ (0,Σ(st)
). Standard deviation

in parentheses.

So, the next step is to jointly estimate the short-run and long-run
dynamics of the quarterly growth rate
in a model with shifts in the k regimes. These common characteristics
seem to occur, for the series used herein, in function of the shocks
caused by the economic plans implemented in Brazil, especially in
the 1980s, in addition to international crises.

Initially, we estimated models in order to select the lag of VAR
by using the regime shift in the mean, in the intercept, and in the
variance, also considering the hypothesis of k>2; however, it is
important to underscore that, although it is possible to estimate models
with more than two states, the convergence of the model is more
difficult the larger the k value.

The likelihood ratio test carried out to select the lag of VAR,
indicates only one lag for all the variables with X2

(36) = 0.000, just as
obtained in the linear VAR, and the results for the MSMH(2)-VAR(1)
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model for all the series together, with regime shift in the average rate
of growth µ and in the error variance Σ, showed satisfactory results.
Table 6 shows the estimated parameters of interest.

As we can see, the estimates for the mean in state 1, except for
PR, were all significant and, for SP, SC and RS its value is greater
than that obtained by the univariate MSMH(2)-AR(0) model. For the
second state, the parameters are not significant and were larger than
the univariate estimates for SP, MG and PR. The variances in state 1
had closer values, but remarkably decreased for the second state.20

We can also note that there is some asymmetry in the growth
rate of industrial production in all states, both for the expansion and
recession periods; and PR and SC show a positive average growth
rate associated with the second regime. São Paulo is the state with
the largest growth rate in the expansion and recession periods. From
the results of P11>0, P22>0 and 0<λ2<2, we may conclude that the
transition matrix is irreducible and ergotic.21

The probability that all states have in t-1 an expansion of the
average production and keep it in t, that is, p11, is 0.632, resulting in
a length of 2.7 quarters for the expansion period. On the other hand,
the period of joint reduction in the production of states lasts 2.2
quarters. Graph 9 shows the cycles of expansion in the joint industrial
production between the six states. The definition of the periods of the
recession cycle for the MSMH(2)-VAR(1) model is shown in table 7.

In the first half of the 1980s, industrial activity had two long
periods of recession, which did not occur in the second half. Between
84/II and 86/I, industrial activity reduced during 7 quarters in a row;
however, the longest recession observed in the series occurred
before the Real Plan, between 89/IV and 92/III. The longest expansion
period was observed between 95/IV and 98/II, with 10 quarters of
increasing the economic activity.

20 For the estimation of parameters for the multivariate models, we used the Ox 3.0 msvar
package.

21 An ergotic process has transition probabilities that converge in probability. That is as the
number of observations increases the estimations became more precise. A irreducible
process means that one can find the whole transition matrix using only the pii probabilities.

Table 7. Dates of Business Cycles
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Graph 9. Probability of Expansion

The Brazilian industry also exhibited some signs of recession at the
end of 2000, which was not reversed due to electric power rationing,
high real interest rates, the Argentinean economic crisis and the
reduction of the economic activity of the USA. The model estimated
here determined that the industrial production of Brazilian states,
altogether, oscillated between a period of growth and reduced
activity at the end of 2000. The estimated reduction in the average
growth rate of industrial production of states, measured by µ1 – µ2
shows that a larger reduction occurs in the southeastern states, [2.487
1.918  1.683  0.499  0.769  1.110] that is, when one goes from an
expansion period to a recession period, the industrial activity of  SP
has the greatest impact with 10.32% p.a., and that of PR the lowest
with 2.01% p.a.

In addition, two other characteristics motivate the estimation of a
regional multivariate model. Firstly, the behavior of the auto-corre-
lation matrix of table 6. By analyzing these coefficients, we note that
innovations in the growth rate of the industrial production of SP in t-
1 do not produce an effect on the production of the state in t. The
same is valid for the autocorrelation of the states of MG and RS.
Moreover, there seems to exist a larger autocorrelation between the
growth rates of the industrial production of the southeastern states
than between these states and the southern states, which also seem to
have a poor relation between themselves. Finally, it is possible to see
that the autocorrelation of the growth rate of the industrial production
of RJ with all the other states is negative, where we note that the
positive shocks in t-1 to the growth of the industry of RJ produce more
significant effects, and inversely in t, in the southeastern states than
in the southern states.

Secondly, the fact that, by analyzing the nonlinear univariate
estimates, the southeastern states seem to have a cyclic behavior
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that is more clearly defined than the industrial production of the
southern states. This way a multivariate model is estimated for the
southeastern states and another one just for the southern states.

For the first case, the autoregressive coefficients of lag 2 in
MSMH(2)-VAR(2) did not show to be significant. With the likelihood
ratio test we have X2

(  9  )   = 0.000, in which the restriction of VAR(2) for
VAR(1) and of VAR(1) for VAR(0) is not accepted. However, the H-Q
criterion selects VAR(1), and most of the autoregressive coefficients
are significant. The results for the multivariate model of the southeastern
region are shown in table 8.

Table 8. MSMH(2)-VAR(1) – Southeastern Region

As we can observe, the average growth rate of SP is smaller in
the regional formulation than in the formulation in table 3.6, but
greater than the rate observed in the univariate formulation. For MG,
the value found for m1 is smaller than the previous formulations. For
RJ, the average rate is greater in the regional formulation and the
effects of a regime shift, measured by µ1 – µ2, are also greater in the
industry of RJ.

In general, the variances in the two states remained the same, but
the length of recession and expansion is longer than that estimated
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Graph 11. Probability of Expansion

Table 9. Dates of Expansion Cycle

in the complete VAR. Here, the transition matrix is also irreducible and
ergotic. On top of that, there does not seem to have autocorrelation
in the innovations of SP and also for MG. The effects of a shock to the
growth rate of the industry of RJ on the other two states continues to
be negative; however, with lower coefficients than those obtained in
the general formulation. Graph 11 shows the behavior of probabilities
of expansion for MSMH(2)-VAR(1) model of the southeastern region,
and table 9 shows the correspondent dates.

Finally, a model for the industrial production of southern states
was estimated. The likelihood ratio test rejects the hypothesis of
restriction of 2 lags in VAR for 1 and from 1 to 0. The Akaike and H-
Q criteria select VAR(0), but Schwartz criterion selects VAR(2). Thus,
the MSMH(2)-VAR(2) formulation is selected for the southern region.

When we compare the results of table 10 with the ones obtained
in table 6, we note that the growth and reduction rate increased, that
is, in µ1 and µ2 for PR and RS. The length of the growth and recession
period also increased remarkably, going to 8.6 and 8.4 quarters,
respectively. From the values of P11, P22 and λ2, we see that the
transition matrix is irreducible and ergotic.

The autocorrelation matrix shows that innovations in period t-2
and t-1 for all three states cause changes to the industrial production
of SC only. The growth rate of the industrial production of PR is
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affected only by innovations in the industry of the state one and two
quarters before. On the other hand, the production of RS does not
seem to be affected by shocks in the other states. Graph 12 shows the
probability associated with the regime of expansions, where the dark
bars describe the economic plans, and table 11 shows the expansion
periods for the joint industrial production of the three southern states.

By comparing the multivariate model obtained for the southeas-
tern region with the estimates for the southern region, we conclude
that the dynamics of expansion and recession between the industries
of these two regions are quite different, although there is some simi-
larity in the cycle in some periods.

Table 10. Results for MSMH(2)-VAR(2) estimates – Southern Region

The parameter m1 for the southeastern states is larger than that
observed for the southern states, except for RS. This means that, when
one is in a cycle of expansion, the southeastern industry has a larger
and less variable average growth. However, according to the transition
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Graph 12. Probability of Expansion

Table 11. Dates of Expansion Cycle

probabilities, this expansion has a shorter length in the southeast,
3.7 quarters, than that observed in the southern region, 8.6 quarters.

By analyzing the parameter m2 it is also possible to infer that the
reduction in activity is larger for the southeastern states than for the
southern ones, except for RS, which also has a large average rate of
reduction. The variability of this regime is, in general, larger for
southeastern states than for the southern ones. Nevertheless, the
cyclic period of recession is shorter for southeastern states, 4 quarters,
against 8.4 of the southern states.

4 Final considerations
The several shocks that the Brazilian economy has been put

through in the last few years have remarkably affected the growth
dynamics of the national industry. By using nonlinear univariate re-
gime shift models, we were able to determine the date of the periods
in which the industrial production of the states of São Paulo, Minas
Gerais, Rio de Janeiro, Paraná, Santa Catarina and Rio Grande do
Sul were in expansion or recession.

Due to the similarity between the cycles of this production,
especially between the southeastern states, a multivariate MSMH(2)-
VAR(p) model was separately estimated for the set of the six states
and for the two regions.
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The results showed that the growth dynamics and reduction in
activity presented by the southeastern states differs from that observed
in the southern states. When one is in a period of industrial expansion,
the southeastern states tend to have average growth rates greater
than those found in the southern states, except for RS. However, this
expansion cycle of the southeastern region has a shorter length than
that observed in the southern region, 3.7 and 8.6 quarters,
respectively.

In periods of recession, the reduction in industrial activity is also
larger in the southeastern states, but this recession period tends to
last longer in the southern states (8.4 quarters), in comparison to the
production of the southeastern region, (4 quarters). These results
indicate that the macroeconomic shocks will have different magni-
tude and dynamics between these two regions.
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Annex

Table 1. Unit root test – with shifts in level and differences  – (1981:1 to 2001:4)

Note: t means with no constant, tm is the test using a constant and tt is the test with
constant and trend. I(.) is the order of integration. Rejects at 1%, b 5% and c above 10%.

Table 2. Seasonal unit root test

Note: The deterministic term is zero (-), one intercept (I), one seasonal dummy variable
(SD) and one trend (Tr). a – significance level at 1% and b at 5%. The table can be
obtained in Hylleberg et. alli(1990).

Table 3. Unit root test in the presence of structural break


